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ABSTRACT

A system of two-level atoms interacting with a photon field in the

"rotating wave" approximation la investigated. For the Green'a function

of such a system an exact equation in which the variables of the photon

field are eliminated is obtained. The self-consistent field approximation

and the small value of the coupling constant are used to obtain a closed

system of equations. The non-equilibrium superradiant conditions are

derived. The influence of the initial conditions on the system's dynamics

is studied. It is shown that if the temperature of photon heat bath ia not

equal to zero, the only way to superradiance is spatially inhomogeneous

initial conditions.
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1. Many problems in statistical physics are associated with studying

model Hamiltonians with interaction between a dynamical system S and a

thermal bath z described by a boson field. As a rule, the interaction

is chosen to be linear in the Bose operators. Thus, we consider a model

Hamiltonian of the form [ 1 ]

It is well known that a Hamiltonian of this type was introduced by Dicke

[ 2 ] in order to describe the coherent spontaneous emission of radiation by

the atomic system.

When the kinetic effects associated with the motion of the atoms

and their exchange and electrostatic interactions are ignored, and thus

only the interaction of the atoms with the photon field in the dipole

approximation is described (see, for example, the books [ 3,4 ]), we can

introduce

(1.3)

The spin operators of the system S of atoms are related to the Pauli

matrices by the standard equations

j

j
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Here x*. is the radius vector of the j-th atom, the operators b-> and

b-> are, respectively, the operators of creation and annihilation of

photons with wave vector k .

We consider N two-level atoms having the transfer frequency 0 in

the volume V . The electromagnetic field is quantized in the volume VJ>>V .

That is why the photon field, which is described by an equilibrium density

matrix, can play the part of the thermal bath Z in which the system of

atoms S is placed. The factor e introduced into the Hamiltonian

"switches off" the interaction as t* - » .

It was shown in [ 2 ] that under certain conditions the intensity of

spontaneous emission of the system (1) can be proportional to N . This

phenomenon vas named "superradiance". This model has been widely

investigated by a number of authors; as a rule, only reduced one~mode models

were considered.

A rigorous solution in .the tbermodynamical (TD) limit was obtained at first

in [5 ] for the one-mode Hamiltonian. It was shown that the system below ^

undergoes the second order phase transition into the "superradiant" state

in which the photon-mode of electromagnetic field is condensed. A mathematically

correct and rigorous solution in the TD limit of the equilibrium problem

for the many-mode Hamiltonian of the type (l) was obtained by the Bogolubov

approximating Hamiltonian method [3,6 ] . It was proved that if the Hamiltonian

(1) has the "leading"mode, then the thermodynamics of such a system coincides-

with that of the one-mode Hamiltonian.

2. The nonequilitirium problem has not been solved yet.

It is of great importance to find a conditions under which the non-

equilibrium superradiance occurs. It should be pointed out that the

dynamics of the system with the Hamiltonian (1) can differ from that of the

reduced-mode Hamiltonian.

For the systems with interaction linear in Bose-operators an exact

evolution equation was obtained in [ 1,7 ] , and a method was created for

constructing the corresponding kinetic equations by means of a specially

developed technique for eliminating the operators of the boson field. This

method has been successfully used in quantum statistics and in the physics

of condenssd media.the theories of polarons, electron-phonon systems, two-

level systems interacting with the electromagnetic field, and a number of

other problems (see ref. [a] seel).

It is well known that an effective method forstudying particular

systems of many interacting particles and obtaining their kinetic charac-

teristics is the method of two-time Green's functions [9,10 1 , which makes

it possible to calculate directly the thermodynamic averages of equilibrium

systems, determine the spectrum of elementary excitations in the system,

find the relaxation times and so forth. Therefore, the problem of obtaining

equations for the Green functions of the S subsystem with the variables

of the system E eliminated is topical. In the present paper, using the

equations of [ll ] , we obtain equations for the Green functions in the

quantum statistics of system^of two-level particles interacting with the

electromagnetic field in the "rotating wave" approximation.

+
3. We now introduce the retarded Green function for the operators S_

n

and S_i :
n

p
(5,1)

where symbol [ ; ]denotes commutator

The statistical operator §) at time t=t is chosen to have the

properties

- P (S)D(S), YSfi e?
J (3)

*) It is possible to construct the retarded Green function based on anti-

commutator of individual spin operators [ 12] . But as we shall see later,

it is the collective spin operators that play a great role in the super-

radiant transition.
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Notice, that the Green function (2) G(f,t) is not the function of (t- T )

only because oUtn is not an equilibrium statistical operator of Hamiltonian

(1), but it is possible to change the variables in the initial Green

function and go to the function G(t- T, t). Considering T as a parametert

we get the function of (t- T ) with all values from - •> to + ™ , and

thus having a Fourier-transformed function G(^, T ) . This function has the
-. the

same analytical properties on Q, as/^ne based on the equilibrium averages.

It is well known that the two-time retarded Green function satisfies

the Bogolubov -Tyablikov equation [9]

with "effective"self- interaction.

or an equation of the form

where^ ({-t) %) ' Sf> [ $£({) nd

f5,

(61

In the framework of the canonical forma]ism of the Green fucnticn

method [9,13] one can obtain the Bogolubov - Tyablikov hierarchy on the

basis of equations of the type (4}-(6) combined with corresponding equations

of motion. The presence of mixed Green's functions (of the system S and

the thermal bath I) in this hierarchy of equations complicates the analytical

formalism of the rr.ethod and requires the development of an approximation

technique based ors di'ferei.r forms of decoupling. The method of eliminating

the boson variables [l,?,llj makes it possible to write down explicitly

the commutator on the right-hand side of (6) and obtain an exact equation

4. We use Eqs. (15)-{16) of [ll] for the model (1), choosing

Bearing in mind that the "positive-frequency" terms of Eqs.(15),(16) vanish oecause

they contain/ equal-time commutators [s_,(t); Ŝ t t)] , we obtain equations

of the form

f 2
i v 1

^ ^1 . X

and respectively,
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V J }*)<.

(8)

where N are the equilibrium occupation numbers of the levels of the

thermal bath:!// = C~^ *](4- *' * \ i s t h e inverse temperature.

At this stage,the adiabatic factors exp(£t) and exp(fca) are not

needed and can be readily restored in order to define correctly paths

where the poles are avoided in integrating. Note, that the right-hand

side of Eq. (6) is obtained if eq.(8) is substracted from Eq. (7):

B,

(9)

Equation (9) is an exact equation describing the evolution of the

two-time function t- T I ) in which the variables of the photon field

(10)

Using (10), we write down exact equations with eliminated operators

of the photon field for the retarded, advanced, and causal Green's functions.

The solution of these equations is a very complicated problem - as complicated

as the exact solution of the Heisenberg equations or the Bogolubov hierarchy.

Therefore, to obtain further results we must restrict ourselves to suitable

approxi [nations,

The advantage of our approach is that because of the elimination of

the photon variables we do not encounter mixed Green's functions '-jut obtain

equations containing only the Green functions of the system «j which

we are interested in.

5. Assuming that g^ is small (gj«l)as u first stup we choose the simplest,

approximation, in which we set:

U°)SU ft/;

do not occur explicitly. Setting t ~ T in this equation, we find
(ID



(0)()
where G -.-» is the Green function of the "zeroth" approximation, the

explicit form of which will be given later. In addition, it is readily seen

that after multiplying by 0 -function the limits of integration can be

extended without limit:

eft-?)

With allowance far this, and also (10) and (11), Eq.(5) for the

retarded Green function can be written in the form

.- u-t) sP[sUti
l )

(12)

Using the spectral representations for the retarded Green function

and the 6-function,
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we make a Fourier transformation of Eq.(12). As a result, we obtain the

following equation for the retarded Green's function in the energy

representation:

l
dTi

4 —•
(13)

The equation for the advanced and casual Green's functions can be

similarly obtained from the exact equation , analogous to (10); however, in

accordance with the general idea of the Green's function method [10,14) the

equation for the advanced function in the energy representation is obtained

by the simple replacement of (E+i E ) by (E-i £) in Eq.{13). Going over

to a function of the complex argument Xa , we obtain an equation of the

form

- 10 -



(14)

Using the explicit form of the Green's function of the zeroth

approximation,

Hi f+tsi '
we finally obtain the evolution equation for the Green's function G_(f,)

in the & -representation:

(16)

^ w

Fourier - transformation of which will produce

(17)

We have choosen T =t , and that is why using Eq.(3) we have:

Here and everywhere we should go to the limit t +- .

introduce

, and hence we

(18)

These averages are the known c-numbers. If we know the initial density

matrix ^ (S),the P.bove quantity is equal to our knowledge of all Fourier components

(18) of the full spin of the system. Then in the time t the interaction
*)

"switches on" and the system will relax to equilibrium

It is necessary to make a thermodynamical limit for the thermal bath:

6. It should be noticed that the symbol N'• . . > in Eq.(l6) goes from the

inhomogeneous part of the equation for the Green's function in the t-

representation:

•1 Note that the subdivision of the full system (S, T) into two parts can

be performed in different ways. The choice of what part is to be considered

as a termal bath depends on the process we wish to describe. Our aim is to '•

describe the process of the emission of radiation into the free space. If

one wants to describe a process of the 'electromagnetic fields relaxation in
should

the resonance cavity, one / consider the atomic system as a thermal bath,

and the field as a dynamical system [ see 15] .

- 11 - - 12 -
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V " : " V " : "i /Vr =const- Thia leads to the replacement in Eq.(16):

Introduce the following notation:

and

(19)

(20)

Let the functions g^ and „,_,, be defined for all - »< k < + » .

It can be easily seen that due to <s!>> and Nfc both integrals converge

in the main value for the real g =E with rather arbitrary type of

^ and U k . T h e n ^ ^ ) and ^ (-g 1 are analytical functions of f

everywhere except for the real axis. The limit values are the following:

(2?)

where

f » 1,-y '

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)
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As usual, the symbol f denotes the main value of the
dk

integral. Denoting

- nit;*)-
(27)

(28)

we write down the solution of Eq.{6) in the usual form:

(29)

7. Having the Eqs.(21)-(29), one can apply the usual technique of the

r.rtv;n function's method [ 9,13 ] . So, for the spectral intensity one has

(30)

Knowing the spectral intensity {30) we, in fact, have full quantum

statistical informat ion about the averages of the type:

where one should set T -t + - oo
0

From (28) it follows thar the existence of the certain initial

ordering in the system (25) can strongly reduce the decrement due to the

photon interaction (26). Let us consider,for example, the case when for

some n* r (E;rf)^ r (E; f H ^ 1 for all E. Let p(E) be the wave vector
satisfying -r, m + <i a. =-E, and ,](E) respectively -fju --E. Then from

P q

14



Eqs.(25) and (26) we get (if u =kc) respectively:

(31)

and

(32)

Here S and S are spheres with radii p and q respectively in the
P Q

momentum space. For the majority of the real systems g.-* depends on k as

a scalar product (e*-j**̂ -j) where e*—•? and e—> are unit vectors in the

directions of wave vector k and dipoJe vector d respectively. That is

2
the reason for approximating the dependence of (cos "V) by the 1-d integral.

Then we obtain

(33)

(34)

The condition i s equivalent to

(35)

for all (p,q), connected by the condition u = ID + fl . In particular for

the function v
<" k

 w e obtain that the condition

J
(36)

should be satisfied for all p.

The absence of the decrement can be connected with the superradiant

phase transition of the mode n*. Let us suppose that our system possesses

the property of statistical mixing [16] :

A

(37)

then the left-hand side is nonzero only if

Thus, from Eq.(37) it follows that the a'iverages j I . ̂  "

and f P H I " / *->ia /nonzero only if r(E)s 0. On the oiher hand, it

(S,cl

is known from the equilibrium theory [3,6] that there is a connection

between the field and spin polarization

and

In other words, only in the case F(E)sO it is possible to find the non-

zero average/ JLD__IL / , which tends to the equilibrium value as t +aj .
\ V '

Dicke [ 2 ] showed that the superradiance occurs when the system is
z

in quantum mechanical state with S ^ 0 . When we consider the spatially

homogeneous initial runditions, i.e. / s . ̂ 0 , it follows that for all

k: /SjjSa1(KFrom (36) we obtain that £
\. k / ~

spontaneous coherent emission. But the condition (36) can have nontrivial

, M ->• 0; i.e. we have purely
k

solutions for . These spatially inhomogeneous solutions have a very

nice property: the lar-'cr1 'he left-hand side of E-i. (36) ( i .e. the more

the number of atoins in cooperative phenomenon! -t. c sm.'iller the temperature — of
Q

the i.iiermal bath should be. With the help of the spatial inhomogeneity

it could be possible (of course in the framework of the ;inproxiimitinris used)

to raise the dimensions of the region jt for the coherent spontaneous

emission.

_ 15 _
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8. It could be easily shown that the approximate equation of the first

order on jgk| for the Green function with t it has the same

form as (16):

V a
(161

Eq.(lG') can be derived from Eq.(9) using the approximation (11). But if we

notice that the time t is the moment of "switching on" the interaction,

then the difference between t and an arbitrary T is of the first cr

higher order in | gkl . Substituting this everywhere in the interaction

terms, we get a difference of the second urder in |g | .

It is topical then to express unknown averages ^ S (T ) ^ by the

known initial data. For the Fourier-component of the full spin of the

system we can write the kinetic equation where Bose operators are excluded

with the help of [l,3 ]. We have an exact equation:

e

(38)

substituting on the right-hand side of (38) the operators, evolving in the

"zeroth" approximation:

we obtain an approximate equation:

(39)

Integrating on do"

s
and substituting fs-,-»(t); S->(t)J = 2SJt) we obtain

- 18 -



(s,r)

(40)

Now we take thermodynamical limit (V*» , N -»- , N/V=const):

(41)

We must substitute the solution of this equation at the time t= "V into

the Eq.(l6') for the Green function. That is why it is sufficient to solve

Eq. (41) only for rUo. Then we obtain

(s,t)
(42)

The first term on the right-hand side is proprotional to the
2

number N of the particles, while another can produce N term. It is

obviousj that for the intensity we have

then it is the last term in Eq.{42) that producessuperradiance and other

cooperative phenomena.

Denoting Sft --- t̂  i- / *.*̂  » we shall make the approximation,

which is not valid for superradiance:

<St

J

- 19 -
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Then e<j. (42) yields

where

and

(43)

The solution of Eq.(43) is the relaxing exponent of the form

)
(44)

where v S > ' ~ 5 (45) j s the limit of ^ S (t)^ as t »•

It is easy to show that (45) is the average spin of the system with non-

interacting particles'.

- —

Summarizing our results, we would like to stress the fullowing:

a) In the Dicke model there existr a process with nonvanishing values of

N^S_jt) y and <fs.j(t)^ , which gives intensity proportional, to N . If we

neglected therrv we have no superradiance.

b) From a) it follows that the evolution of the Dicke model is strongly

dependent on the initial conditions >,iC the system,which influence the system

at a macroscopic large time-

c) In order to obtain nonvanishing values of ^S_,(t)^ and /s.,( t) S it is

necessary to satisfy the conditions (35} or (36), connecting the initial

state of the atomic system with the temeprature of the photon thermal bath.

_ 21 _

d) In the case of the spatially homogeneous initial conditions superradiance

occurs only in the case described by Dicke [ 2 ] .

e) A wider class of spatially inhomogeneous initial conditions requires

more detailed experimental and theoretical study.
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